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Abstract
Let F be a totally real field, l and p distinct odd prime unramified in F and l a prime
above l. Let K/F be a p-ordinary CM quadratic extension and λ an arithmetic Hecke
character over K. Hida constructed a measure on the l-anticyclotomic class group of K
interpolating the normalised Hecke L-values Lalg,l(0, λν), as ν varies over the finite order
l-power conductor anticyclotomic characters. In this article, we interpolate the
measures as λ varies in a p-adic family. In particular, this gives p-adic deformation of the
measures. An analogue holds in the case of self-dual Rankin–Selberg convolution of a
Hilbert modular form and a theta series. In the case of root number −1, we describe an
upcoming analogous interpolation of the p-adic Abel–Jacobi image of generalised
Heegner cycles associated with the convolution.
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1 Background
The variation of arithmetic invariants in a family seems to be a natural phenomena to
explore. One expects the existence of a commutative p-adic L-function associated with a
criticalmotiveMover a tower of numberﬁeldswith theGalois groupbeing a commutative
p-adic Lie group , characterised by an interpolation of the p-stabilised critical L-values
of M twisted by a dense subset of characters of . One also expects that these p-adic
L-functions can be interpolated as M itself varies in a p-adic family. In [6], Hida refers
to the p-adic L-function along the family variable as the genuine p-adic L-function of
the family. One thus expects p-adic interpolation of the genuine p-adic L-function of the
family over the characters of . When the family is self-dual with root number −1, the
L-values identically vanish. In such a situation, the Bloch–Beilinson conjectures predict
the existence of non-torsion cycles associated with the family which are homologically
trivial. If a candidate for such cycles is available, one can investigate the existence of the
interpolation for arithmetic invariants associated with the cycles, for example their p-adic
Abel–Jacobi image.
This article concerns l-adic anticyclotomic Iwasawa theory of a p-ordinary CMﬁeld in a
p-adic Hida family with l = p. Strictly speaking, we consider arithmetic Hecke characters
over the CM ﬁeld in a p-adic Hida family. A rich source of such characters arises from
CM abelian varieties. In [7], Hida constructed an l = p-analogue of anticyclotomic p-adic
L-function for arithmetic Hecke characters over a CM ﬁeld. Let F be a totally real ﬁeld
and l a prime above l. Let K/F a CM quadratic extension and λ an arithmetic Hecke
character over K. More precisely, Hida constructed a Zp-valued measure dϕλ on the
l-anticyclotomic Galois group −l over K interpolating the l-stabilised Hecke L-values
Lalg,l(0, λν), as ν varies over the ﬁnite order l-power conductor characters of −l . In this
article, we interpolate the measures dϕλ as λ varies in a p-adic family, namely in a -adic
family  . This gives p-adic deformation of the measures. Strictly speaking, we construct
a measure dϕ interpolating a modiﬁcation of dϕλ which interpolates lp-stabilised Hecke
L-values Lalg,lp(0, λν). For a ﬁxed ν, the integral
∫
−l
νdϕ gives rise to the genuine p-adic
L-function of the -adic Hecke character ν in the sense of Hida introduced in [6]. We
thus obtain a genuine p-adic L-function as a by-product of our l = p consideration. Just to
rephrase, the measure dϕ gives an l = p-interpolation of the genuine p-adic L-function
of the -adic Hecke character  over the ﬁnite order characters of −l . An analogue of
the results holds in the case of self-dual Rankin–Selberg convolution of a Hilbert modular
form and a theta series. In the case of root number −1 over the rationals, a candidate
for the cycles alluded to above is generalised Heegner cycles. The construction is due
to Bertolini–Darmon–Prasanna and generalises the one of classical Heegner cycles (cf.
[1,2]). The cycle lives in a middle-dimensional Chow group of a ﬁbre product of a Kuga–
Sato variety arising from a modular curve and a self-product of a CM elliptic curve. In
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the case of weight two, the cycle coincides with a Heegner point and the p-adic Abel–
Jacobi image with the p-adic formal group logarithm. In an ongoing work, we construct
an analogous interpolation of the p-adic Abel–Jacobi image of the cycles. In this manner,
the phenomena of variation seem to prevail even in self-dual situations with root number
−1.
Let us introduce some notation. Let F be a totally real ﬁeld of degree d as above, O the
ring of integers and p an odd prime unramiﬁed inF . Let h be the strict class number ofF .
Fix two embeddings ι∞ : Q → C and ιp : Q → Cp. Let vp be the p-adic valuation induced
by ιp normalised so that vp(p) = 1. Let F be an algebraic closure of Fp. Let W (F) be the
Witt ring and W = ι−1p (W (F)). Let l = p be an odd prime unramiﬁed in F and l a prime
above l. Let K be a CM quadratic extension of F as above. Let τK/F be the quadratic
character associated withK/F andDK/F the relative diﬀerent. Let c denote the complex
conjugation on C which induces the unique non-trivial element of Gal(K/F ) via ι∞. We
assume the following hypothesis:
(ord) Every prime of F above p splits in K.
The condition (ord) guarantees the existence of a p-adic CM type 
 i.e. 
 is a CM
type of K such that the p-adic places induced by elements in 
 via ιp are disjoint from
those induced by 
c. We ﬁx such a CM type. Let ∞ = (∞,σ )σ ∈ (C×)Σ (resp. p =
(p,σ )σ ∈ (Z×p )Σ ) be the Archimedean (resp. p-adic) CMperiod of the CM abelian variety





Let λ be an arithmetic Hecke character over K of inﬁnity type kΣ with k ≥ 0 and
conductor prime-to-l. For anon-negative integern, letK−ln be the anticyclotomic extension
of K of conductor ln and −n = Gal(K−ln/K). Let K−l∞ =
⋃
n K−ln i.e. the anticyclotomic
extension of K of conductor l∞, −l = Gal(K−l∞/K) = lim←−−n and X
−
l the set of ﬁnite
order characters of −l . From the results of Shimura and Katz, for ν ∈ X−l the normalised
Hecke L-value




Here Σ (kΣ) = ∏σ (k) for the usual Gamma function (s) and L(lp)(s, λν) is the
(possibly) imprimitive L-function obtained from L(s, λν) by removing the Euler factors at
all v|p and l.







νdϕλ .= Lalg,lp(0, λν) (1.2)
Here .= denotes that the equality holds up to an explicit p-adic unit.
In this article, we consider the variation of dϕλ as λ varies in a p-adic family. A rather
systematic source of a p-adic family of Hecke characters is given by Hida’s notion of a
-adic Hecke character. To brieﬂy recall the notion, we introduce more notation. Let
 = 1 + pZp be the maximal torsion-free subgroup of Z×p and γ = (1 + p) a topological
generator of . Let W be a discrete valuation ring ﬁnite ﬂat over Zp and W = W .
We identify W = W T via γ ↔ 1 + T . We say that P ∈ Spec (W )(Qp) is arithmetic
of weight k(P) with character P :  → μp∞ (Qp) if P(1 + T − P(γ )γ k(P)−1) = 0 and
k(P) ≥ 2. Let I be a domain of ﬁnite rank over W . Let Q be the quotient ﬁeld of , Q
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an algebraic closure and I an integral closure of I in Q. We say that P ∈ Spec (I)(Qp) is
arithmetic of weight k(P) with character P :  → μp∞ (Qp) if it lies above an arithmetic
(still denoted by) P ∈ Spec (W )(Qp) of weight k(P) and character P . An I-adic Hecke
character is aGalois character : Gal(Q/K) → I× such that the arithmetic specialisation
P is the p-adic avatar of an arithmetic Hecke character of inﬁnity type (k(P)− 1)Σ . For
the notion of the prime-to-p conductor of  , we refer to Sect. 4.2. For ν ∈ Xl− , let Iν be
the ﬁnite ﬂat extension of I obtained by adjoining values of the ﬁnite order character ν.
Our result regarding the variation is the following.
Theorem A Let F be a totally real ﬁeld and p an odd prime unramiﬁed in F . Let l = p
be an odd prime unramiﬁed in F and l a prime above l. Let K/F be a CM quadratic
extension with a p-ordinary CM type Σ . Let −l be the l-anticyclotomic Galois group over
K. Let I be a domain of ﬁnite rank over p-adic one-variable Iwasawa algebra and I the
integral closure of I as above. Let  be an I-adic Hecke character over K with prime-to-p




















Here ν is a ﬁnite order character of −l , P ∈ Spec (Iν)(Qp) an arithmetic prime with




νdϕ ∈ Iν equals the genuine p-adic L-function of the Iν-adic Hecke character
ν.
In particular, we can consider dϕ as a p-adic deformation of modular measures con-
structed in [7] and [16]. For non-triviality of the measure dϕ , we refer to Sect. 5.3. The
non-triviality is based on the non-triviality results in [7] and [16].
We now give a sketch of the proof. Some of the notation used here is not followed
in the rest of the article. In [7] and [16], the measure dϕλ on −l is constructed via
essentially a weighted sum of evaluation of a toric Eisenstein series fλ at the l-power
conductor CM points on an underlying Hilbert modular Shimura variety. The Hecke
L-values in consideration essentially equal such an evaluation. In these articles, the results
are under the hypothesis that the conductor of λ is prime-to-p. To remove it, we make an
appropriate choice for the local sections corresponding to the toric Eisenstein series at the
places dividing p. The latter is indeed technical novelty of the article and allows to treat
the case of conductor being divisible by places above p. In consideration of -adic family
of Hecke characters, the conductor of the corresponding arithmetic Hecke characters is
indeed divisible by places above p. As P ∈ Spec (Iν)(Qp) varies over arithmetic primes, we
prove that the toric Eisenstein series fP are interpolated by an Iν-adic toric Eisenstein
series F . The Iν-adic Eisenstein series is constructed based on an analysis of the q-
expansion coeﬃcients of the toric Eisenstein series. The -adic measure dϕ is then
constructed by a similar evaluation of F at CM points on an underlying p-ordinary Igusa
tower as the measure dϕλ. Summarising, p-adic deformation of the toric Eisenstein series
gives rise to the p-adic deformation of modular measures.
Let us brieﬂy recall the history of “prime-to-p Iwasawa theory”. It ﬁrst arose in Wash-
ington’s work [26] as l = p-variation of Iwasawa’s theorem on the class numbers of the
p-adic cyclotomic towers of number ﬁelds. This result has an application to prove the
non-vanishing of the corresponding Dirichlet L-values modulo p. In [23], Sinnott found a
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diﬀerent way to prove this result based on the Zariski density of certain roots of unity on
self-products of the multiplicative group Gm in characteristic p. In [7], Hida adapted this
idea and generalised it to Hecke L-functions over CM ﬁelds based on the mod p geome-
try of Hilbert modular Shimura varieties. Hida’s work crucially relies on Chai’s theory of
Hecke-stable subvarieties of amodp Shimura variety. In [16],Hsieh reﬁned computational
aspects of Hida’s strategy. For related results, we refer to Vatsal [25], Finis [4] and Sun [24].
The existence of genuine p-adic L-functions for an I-adic Hecke character is proven
in [5, §8]. Our by-product construction is slightly diﬀerent and seems to give additional
information, for example regarding the ring of deﬁnition. Moreover, our construction
also works in the case of self-dual Rankin–Selberg convolution, and the by-product con-
struction of the genuine p-adic L-function is perhaps new in this case. More precisely,
an analogue of Theorem A holds for self-dual Rankin–Selberg convolution of a parallel
weight -adic Hilbert modular form and a parallel weight -adic theta series. Based on
the Waldspurger formula, the L-value in consideration is again essentially a sum of eval-
uation of a toric Hilbert modular form at the l-power conductor CM points (cf. [18]).
The construction of the relevant I-valued measure is accordingly similar and we skip the
details. In this article, we only consider -adic Hecke character for the one-variable Iwa-
sawa algebra . We can also consider F -adic Hecke character for the (d + 1)-variable
Iwasawa algebra F . An analogue of Theorem A holds in this case as well.
Based on the p-adic Waldspurger formula in [1] and [2], we can show the existence of
an analogous interpolation of the p-adic Abel–Jacobi image of the generalised Heegner
cycles alluded to above. This is an ongoing work in progress. The construction is quite
similar to that of the measure dϕ . We refer to Sect. 6 for a brief sketch in the case of
weight two.
The Iν-adic Eisenstein serieswould perhaps have other arithmetic applications. It essen-
tially appears in [20] and is a key input to show a congruence between Katz p-adic L-
functions over certain CM extensions of a ﬁxed totally real ﬁeld.
Finer questions about the non-triviality of the I-adic measure seem to require new ideas
(cf. the remark following Proposition 4.5). It would be interesting to see whether there
is an Iwasawa main conjecture in the setting of the measure dϕ i.e. as ν ∈ Xl− varies.
Also, it would be interesting to see whether the l = p-interpolation of genuine p-adic
L-function of a p-adic family consisting the critical motive M exists in other contexts.
We are tempted to believe the answer to be aﬃrmative in the case of p-ordinary family of
Hilbert modular forms.
The article is organised as follows. In Sect. 2, we recall certain generalities about Hilbert
modular Shimura variety. In Sect. 3, we recall certain generalities about Hilbert modular
forms. In Sect. 4, we describe anticyclotomic modular measures associated with a class of
classical and-adic Hilbert modular forms. This section is perhaps the technical heart of
the article. In Sect. 4.1, we describe anticyclotomic modular measures associated with a
class of classical Hilbert modular forms. In Sect. 4.2, we describe certain generalities about
Hida’s-adicHecke character. In Sect. 4.3, we describe anticyclotomicmodularmeasures
associatedwith a class of-adicHilbertmodular forms. In Sect. 5, we proveTheoremA. In
Sect. 5.1, we describe construction of a toric Eisenstein series following Hsieh. In Sect. 5.2,
we describe a -adic interpolation of the toric Eisenstein series in Sect. 5.1, thereby
obtaining a-adic toric Eisenstein series. In Sect. 5.3, we prove TheoremA. In Sect. 6, we
brieﬂy describe the upcoming analogous interpolation of the p-adic Abel–Jacobi image
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of generalised Heegner cycles associated with self-dual Rankin–Selberg convolution of an
elliptic modular form and a theta series with root number −1.
NotationWe use the following notation unless otherwise stated.
LetF+ denote the totally positive elements inF . We sometime useO to denote the ring
of integersOF . LetDF (resp.DF ) be the diﬀerent (resp. discriminant) ofF/Q. LetDK/F
(resp. DK/F ) be the diﬀerent (resp. discriminant) of K/F . Let h (resp. hK) be the set of
ﬁnite places of F (resp. K). Let v be a place of F and w be a place of K above v. Let Fv be
the completion of F at v, v an uniformiser and Kv = Fv ⊗F K. For the p-ordinary CM
type Σ of K as above, let Σp =
{
w ∈ hK|w|p and w induced by ιp ◦ σ , for σ ∈ Σ
}
.
For a number ﬁeld L, let AL be the adele ring, AL,f the ﬁnite adeles and AL,f the ﬁnite
adeles away from a ﬁnite set of places  of L. For a ∈ L, let ilL(a) = a(OL ⊗Z Ẑ) ∩ L.
For a fractional ideal a, let â = a ⊗ Ẑ. Let GL be the absolute Galois group of L and recL :
A×L → GabL the geometrically normalised reciprocity law. LetψQ be the standard additive
character of AQ such that ψQ(x∞) = exp(2π ix∞), for x∞ ∈ R. Let ψL : AL/L → C be
given by ψL(y) = ψQ ◦ (TrL/Q(y)), for y ∈ AL. We denote ψF by ψ .
2 Hilbert modular Shimura variety
In this section, we recall certain generalities about Hilbert modular Shimura variety.
In regard to the article, the section is preliminary. It brieﬂy recalls the geometric theory
of Hilbert modular Shimura variety, p-ordinary Igusa tower and CM points on them. The
CM points inherently give rise to p-integral structure. The theory plays foundational role
in the geometric theory of Hilbert modular forms and p-adic modular forms (cf. Sect. 3).
Roughly speaking, classical modular forms (resp. p-adic modular forms) are functions
on the Hilbert modular Shimura variety (resp. Igusa tower). The latter in turn play an
underlying role in the construction of modular measures (cf. Sect. 4). Evaluation of p-adic
modular forms at well chosen CM points is central to the construction.
2.1 Setup
In this subsection, we recall a basic setup regarding Hilbert modular Shimura variety. We
refer to [7, §2.2] and [16, §2.1] for details.
Let the notation and hypotheses be as in the introduction. Let G = ResF/QGL2 and
h0 : ResC/RGm → G/R be the morphism of real group schemes arising from






where a+ bi ∈ C×. Let X be the set ofG(R)-conjugacy classes of h0. We have a canonical
isomorphism X  (C−R)I , where I is the set of real places of F . The pair (G,X) satisﬁes
Deligne’s axioms for a Shimura variety. It gives rise to a tower (ShK = ShK (G,X))K
of quasi-projective smooth varieties over Q indexed by open compact subgroups K of
G(AQ,f ). The pro-algebraic variety Sh/Q is the projective limit of these varieties. The
complex points of these varieties are given as follows
ShK (C) = G(Q)\X × G(AQ,f )/K, Sh(C) = G(Q)\X × G(AQ,f )/Z(Q). (2.1)
Here Z(Q) is the closure of the centre Z(Q) in G(AQ,f ) under the adelic topology.
Let us introduce some notation. Consider V = F2 as a two-dimensional vector space
over F . Let e1 = (1, 0) and e2 = (0, 1). Let 〈., .〉 : V × V → F be the F bilinear pairing
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deﬁned by 〈e1, e2〉 = 1. LetL = Oe1⊕O∗e2 be the standardO lattice in V. For a fractional
ideal b of O, b∗ := b−1d−1F . Here d? denotes the diﬀerent of ?/Q, where ? equals F or
K. Sometimes, we denote dF by d. For g ∈ G(Q), g ′ := det(g)g−1. Note that G(Q) has a
natural right action on F2. For x ∈ V , consider the left action gx := xg ′.
For a positive integer N prime-to-p, let
U (N ) = {g ∈ G(AQ,f )
∣
∣g ≡ 1mod NL} .
Let h be the set of ﬁnite places of F . For v ∈ h, let
K 0v =
{
g ∈ GL2(Fv)|g(L ⊗ Ov) = L ⊗ Ov
}




From now on, we consider only the open compact subgroups K of G(AQ,f ) for which
Kp equals K 0p and U (N ) ⊂ K , for some prime-to-p integer N . Let
K0(l) =
{
g ∈ K |e2g ∈ O∗e2 mod lL
}
.
For a non-negative integer n, let
Kn1 =
{









In this subsection, we brieﬂy recall generalities about a canonical p-integral smoothmodel
of aHilbertmodular Shimura variety. The description gives rise to the p-integral structure
on the space of Hilbert modular forms. We refer to [8, §4.2] for details.
Let the notation and hypotheses be as in the introduction and Sect. 2.1. Hilbert modular
Shimura variety Sh/Q represents a functor classifying abelian schemes having multiplica-
tion byO along with additional structure, whereO is the ring of integers ofF (cf. [8, §4.2]
and [21]). When the prime p is unramiﬁed inF , a p-integral interpretation of the functor
leads to a p-integral smooth model of Sh/G(Zp)/Q .
The p-integral interpretation is given by
G(p) : SCH/Z(p) → SETS
S →
{
(A, ι, λ¯, η(p))/S
}
/ ∼ . (2.2)
Here
(PM1) A is abelian scheme over S of dimension of d.
(PM2) ι : O ↪→ EndSA is an algebra embedding.
(PM3) λ¯ is the polarisation class of a homogeneous polarisation λ of degree prime-to-
p up to scalar multiplication by ι(O×(p),+), where O(p),+ := {a ∈ O(p)|σ (a) >
0,∀σ ∈ I}. Let t denote the Rosati involution induced by the polarisation class
on EndSA ⊗ Z(p). We then have ι(l)t = ι(l) for l ∈ O. Let us ﬁx an isomorphism
ζ : AQ,f  AQ,f (1) with the Tate twist. We can thus regard the Weil pairing eλ
induced by λ as an F-alternate form
eλ : V (p)(A) × V (p)(A) → O∗ ⊗Z A(p)Q,f .
Here V (p)(A) = T (p)(A) ⊗ Q, where T (p)(A) is as in (PM4). Let eη denote the
F-alternate form eη(x, x′) := 〈xη, x′η〉. Then,
eλ = ueη
for some u ∈ A(p)F ,f .
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(PM4) Let T (p)(A) be the prime-to-p Tate module lim←−pN A[N ]. η(p) is a prime-to-p level
structure given by an O-linear isomorphism η(p) : O2 ⊗Z Ẑ(p)  T (p)(A), where
Ẑ(p) = ∏l =p Zl .
(PM5) Let LieS(A) be the relative Lie algebra of A. There exists an O ⊗Z OS-module
isomorphism
LieS(A)  O ⊗Z OS
locally under the Zariski topology of S.
The notation ∼ denotes up to a prime-to-p isogeny.
Theorem 2.1 (Kottwitz)The functorG(p) is represented by a smooth pro-algebraic scheme
Sh(p)/Z(p) . Moreover, there exists an isomorphism given by
Sh(p) ×Q  Sh/G(Zp)/Q .
(cf. [8, § 4.2.1]).
Let g ∈ G(A(p)Q,f ) act on Sh(p)/Z(p) via
x = (A, ι, λ¯, η(p)) → gx = (A, ι, λ¯, η(p) ◦ g). (2.3)
For K neat, we have the corresponding level-K (p) Shimura variety Sh(p)K/Z(p) . Regarding the
former condition, we only remark that a suﬃciently smallK is always neat. For themoduli
interpretation, we consider the functor G(p)K essentially satisfying the above hypotheses
with the level K (p)-structure instead of the hypotheses (PM4) (cf. [8, §4]).
Let c be an ideal of O prime-to-p. Let c ∈ (A(p)F ,f )× such that c = ilF (c). We say that
x ∈ Sh(p)K (S) is c-polarised, if there exists λ ∈ λ¯ [cf. (PM3)] such that for u as in (PM4), we
have u ∈ c det(K ). We consider the sub functor G(p)c,K of the c-polarised quadruples. This





Here Cl+F (K ) is the narrow ray class group of F of level det(K ).
2.3 Igusa tower
In this subsection, we brieﬂy recall the notion of p-ordinary Igusa tower over the p-integral
Hilbertmodular Shimura variety. The Igusa tower underlies the geometric theory ofp-adic
Hilbert modular forms. We refer to [8, Ch. 8] for details.
Let the notation and hypotheses be as in the introduction and Sect. 2.2. In particular,
W is the strict henselisation inside Q of the local ring of Z(p) corresponding to ιp, W (F)
is the Witt ring, and F is the residue ﬁeld of W .
Let Sh(p)/W = Sh(p)(G,X) ×Z(p) W and Sh(p)/F = Sh(p)/W ×W F.







will be clear from the context. Let A be the universal abelian scheme over Sh.
Let Shord be the subscheme of Sh on which the Hasse invariant does not vanish. It is an
open dense subscheme. Over Shord, the connected part A[pm]◦ of A[pm] is étale locally
isomorphic to μpm ⊗Zp O∗ as an Op-module for Op = O ⊗ Zp.
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We now deﬁne the Igusa tower. Form ∈ N, themth layer of the Igusa tower over Shord
is deﬁned by
Igm = IsomOp (μpm ⊗Zp O∗,A[pm]◦). (2.5)
Note that the projection πm : Igm → Shord is ﬁnite and étale. The full Igusa tower over
Shord is deﬁned by
Ig = Ig∞ = lim←− Igm = IsomOp (μp∞ ⊗Zp O
∗,A[p∞]◦). (2.6)
(E´t) Note that the projection π : Ig → Shord is étale.
Let x be a closed ordinary point in Sh. We have the following description of the level
p∞-structure on Ax[p∞].
(PL) Let η◦p be a level p∞-structure on Ax[p∞]◦. For the primes p in O dividing
p, it is a collection of level p∞-structures η◦p, given by isomorphisms η◦p : O∗p 
Ax[p∞]◦, where O∗p = O∗ ⊗ Op. The Cartier duality and the polarisation λ¯x induces
an isomorphism ηe´tp : Op  Ax[p∞]e´t . Thus, we get a level p∞-structure ηe´tp on
Ax[p∞]e´t from η◦p.
Let V be an irreducible component of Sh andV ord denoteV ∩Shcan. Let I be the inverse
image of V ord under π . In [8, Ch.8] and [11], it has been shown that
(Ir) I is an irreducible component of Ig .
For a prime-to-p ideal c of O and K as above, we can analogously deﬁne the p-ordinary
Igusa tower IgK (c) over level-K (p) Shimura variety Sh(p)K (c).
2.4 CM points
In this subsection, we brieﬂy recall some notation regardingCMpoints on the Igusa tower.
The notion is originally due to Shimura and underlies the theory of Shimura varieties. We
refer to [22] for details.
Let the notation and hypotheses be as in the introduction and Sect. 2.3. In partic-
ular, K/F is a p-ordinary CM quadratic extension. Let a ⊂ OK be an O-lattice. Let
R(a) = {α ∈ OK|αa ⊂ a} be the corresponding order of K and f(a) ⊂ O the correspond-
ing conductor ideal. Recall that R(a) = O + f(a)OK.
Let Σ be a p-ordinary CM type as in the introduction. By CM theory of Shimura–
Taniyama–Weil (cf. [22]), the complex torus X(a)(C) = CΣ/Σ(a) is algebraisable to
a CM abelian variety of CM type (K,Σ). Here Σ(a) = {ι∞(σ (a))σ |a ∈ a
}
. When the
conductor f(a) is prime-to-p, the abelian variety X(a) extends to an abelian scheme over
W . We denote it by X(a)/W .
In this case, a construction of a quadruple (ιa, λa, η(p)(a), ηordp (a))/W satisfying (PM2)–
(PM4) and (PL) is given in [16, §3]. By deﬁnition, this gives rise to a CM point
x(a) =
(




In this subsection, we brieﬂy recall some notation regarding Tate objects on the Hilbert
modular Shimura variety. They naturally arise during the construction of toroidal com-
pactiﬁcations of the Hilbert modular Shimura variety. In turn, they give rise to the key
notion of q-expansion of Hilbert modular forms. We refer to [19, § 1.1] and [8, § 4.1.5] for
details.
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Let the notation and hypotheses be as in the introduction and Sect. 2.3. Let L be a set
of d linearly independent elements l ∈ Hom(F ,Q) such that l(F+) > 0. Let L be a lattice
in F , n a positive integer, LL,n =
{
x ∈ L|l(x) > −n,∀l ∈ L} and A((L,L)) = lim−→ALL,n.
Pick two fractional ideals a, b of O prime-to-p. To this pair, Mumford associated a cer-
tain abelian variety with real multiplication Tatea,b(q)/Z((ab,L)) endowed with a canonical
O-action ιcan. Formally, Tatea,b(q) = a∗ ⊗Z Gm/qb. It is also endowed with a canonical
polarisation λ, prime-to-p level structure η(p)can, p∞-level structure ηordp,can and a generator
ωcan of Tatea,b (q). We thus obtain a Tate object
x(Tatea,b(q)) =
(
Tatea,b(q), ιcan, λcan, η(p)can, ηordp,can
)
.
3 Hilbert modular forms
In this section, we recall certain generalities about geometric theory of Hilbert modular
forms.We also brieﬂy recall the adelic notion. The former plays a key role in the construc-
tion of modular measures in Sect. 4, while the latter in the construction of toric Eisenstein
series in Sect. 5.
3.1 Classical Hilbert modular forms
In this subsection, we recall the notion of classical Hilbert modular forms. We refer to [8,
§4.2] and [16, §2.5] for details.
3.1.1 Geometric deﬁnition
We ﬁrst recall the geometric deﬁnition of classical Hilbert modular forms of parallel
weight.
Let the notation and assumptions be as in Sect. 2. Let k be a positive integer and R aZ(p)-
algebra. LetT be the torus ResO/ZGm and k the character ofT arising from t → NF/Q(t)k ,
where t ∈ O× andNF/Q the normmap. A classical Hilbert modular form of weight k and
level K over R is a function f of isomorphism classes of x = (A,ω) where A ∈ Sh(p)K (S)
and ω is a diﬀerential form generatingH0(A,A/S) overO⊗Z S for an R-algebra S, locally
under the Zariski topology such that the following conditions are satisﬁed.
(Gc1) If x  x′, then f (x) = f (x′) ∈ S.
(Gc2) f (x ⊗ S′) = ρ(f (x)) for any R-algebra homomorphism ρ : S → S′.
(Gc3) f (A, sω) = k(s)−1f (A,ω), where s ∈ T (S).
(Gc4) f |a,b(q) := f (Tatea,b(q), ιcan, λcan, η(p)can,ωcan) ∈ Rqab≥0, where ab≥0 = (ab ∩
F+) ∪ {0}. We say that f |a,b(q) is the q-expansion of f at the cusp (a, b).
LetMk (K, R) be the space of the functions satisfying the above conditions (Gc1–4). For
f ∈ Mk (K, R),wehave the following fundamentalq-expansionprinciple (cf.[8,Thm.4.21]).
(q-exp) The q-expansion map f → f |a,b(q) ∈ Rqab≥0 determines f uniquely.
3.1.2 Adelic deﬁnition
We now brieﬂy describe relation of the geometric deﬁnition of Hilbert modular forms to
the adelic counterpart.
Let the notation and assumptions be as in Sect. 3.1.1. In particular, k is a positive integer.
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J (g, τ )k =
∏
σ∈Σ
(cσ τσ + dσ )k .
Let f be aHilbertmodular formofweight k overC. In viewof the complexuniformisation
of theHilbertmodular variety in (2.1), wemay regard f as a function f : X+×G(AQ,f ) → C
(also see [16, §2.5.2]). Let ϕ : G(AQ,f ) → C be the function given by
f (τ , gf ) = ϕ(g) · J (g∞, i)k (det g∞)−kΣ | det g |k/2A .
Here i = (i)σ∈Σ , g∞ ∈ G(R) such that g∞i = τ and det g∞ > 0. Moreover, g = (g∞, gf )
and | · |A is the adelic norm. It turns out that ϕ is an adelic Hilbert modular form.
Via the above identity, we can also start with an adelic Hilbert modular form and obtain
a classical Hilbert modular form. Representation theoretic methods can often be used to
construct adelic Hilbert modular forms. In Sect. 5, we adopt this approach to construct
toric Eisenstein series.
3.2 p-Adic Hilbert modular forms
In this subsection, we recall the geometric deﬁnition of p-adic Hilbert modular forms.
The theory is due to Katz and Hida. We refer to [8, §8] for details.
Let the notation and assumptions be as in Sect. 2. Let R be a p-adic algebra. A p-
adic Hilbert modular form of level K over R is a function f of isomorphism classes of
x = (A, ηordp ) ∈ IgK (S) deﬁned over any p-adic R-algebra S such that the following
conditions are satisﬁed.
(Gp1) If x  x′, then f (x) = f (x′) ∈ S.
(Gp2) f (x ⊗ S′) = ρ(f (x)) for any p-adic R-algebra homomorphism ρ : S → S′.
(Gp3) f |a,b(q) := f (x(Tatea,b(q))) ∈ Rqab≥0. We say that f |a,b(q) is the q-expansion of
f at the cusp (a, b).
Let V (K, R) be the space of the functions satisfying the above conditions (Gp1-3). We
can regard a classical Hilbert modular form as a p-adic Hilbert modular form as follows.
Let f ∈ Mk (K, R) and (A, ηordp ) ∈ IgK (S). Note that ηordp induces an isomorphism ηordp :
O∗ ⊗Zp Lie(Ĝm) → Lie(A). It follows that (ηordp )∗( dtt ) generates H0(A,A) as an O ⊗Z R-














Moreover, fˆ |a,b(q) = f |a,b(q) and we have an embeddingMk (K, R) ↪→ V (K, R).
For f ∈ V (K, R), we have the following fundamental q-expansion principle (cf. [8,
Thm. 4.21])
(q-exp)’ The q-expansion map f → f |a,b(q) ∈ Rqab≥0 determines f uniquely.
3.3 Hecke operators
In this subsection, we recall the deﬁnition of certain Hecke operators on the space of
p-adic Hilbert modular forms.
Let the notation and assumptions be as in Sect. 2. For K as in Sect. 2.2 and g ∈ G(A(p)Q,f ),
let gK = gKg−1. Note that the action x → gx (cf. (2.3)) gives rise to an isomorphism
ShK  ShgK . For f ∈ V (K, R), let f |g be given by
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(f |g)(x) = f (gx). (3.1)
It follows that f |g ∈ V (gK, R).














where l is an uniformiser of Ol. It follows that f |Ul ∈ V (K0(l), R). We thus obtain an
operatorUl onV (K0(l), R). It plays a key role in the construction of themodular measures
in Sect. 4.
3.4 -Adic Hilbert modular forms
In this subsection, we recall the deﬁnition of -adic Hilbert modular forms of parallel
weight due to Hida. We refer to [9] for details.
Let the notation and hypotheses be as in the introduction and Sect. 2. Let N be a
prime-to-p ideal of O and ClF (Np∞) the strict ray class group modulo Np∞. Let N :
ClF (Np∞) → Z×p be the norm map arising from a → |O/a|, where a is a prime-to-Np
ideal. Let   1+ pZp be the maximal torsion-free quotient of Z×p . Via the projection, we
have 〈N 〉 : ClF (Np∞) → . Let  = ker(〈N 〉) and  = Im(〈N 〉). As   Zp, we have a
splitting ClF (Np∞) =  × .
Let γ be a topological generator of . Let  = Zp. We identify  with the Iwasawa
algebra ZpT, via γ ↔ 1+T . For a valuation ringW ﬁnite ﬂat over Zp, letW = ⊗Zp
W . Let I be a domain of ﬁnite rank overW . We say that P ∈ Spec (I)(Qp) is arithmetic of
weight k(P) with character  :  → μp∞ (Cp) if k(P) ≥ 2 and P(1+T − (γ )γ k(P)−1) = 0.




aβ (F )qβ ∈ Iqab≥0. (3.3)
Definition 3.1 (Hida) We say that F is an I-adic Hilbert modular form of level K if for




P(aβ (F ))qβ ∈ Qpqab≥0 (3.4)
is the q-expansion fP,a,b(q) of a classical Hilbert modular form fP ∈ Mk (Kn1 ,Qp). Here n is
the p-exponent of Im().
Let M(K, I) be the space of I-adic Hilbert modular forms of level K . We later give an
example of an I-adic toric Eisenstein series (cf. Sect. 5.2).
An I-adic Hilbert modular form of level K is in fact a p-adic Hilbert modular form of
level K over I (cf. [9, §4.4.1]). Thus, it has functorial interpretation as in Sect. 3.2 and
satisﬁes (Gp1)–(Gp3). In particular, the Hecke operators as in Sect. 3.3 are deﬁned also
for I-adic Hilbert modular forms.
Let κ : O×p → × be the universal cyclotomic character given by u → 〈Np(u)〉 ∈  ⊂
×, where u ∈ O×p .
An I-adic Hilbert modular form also satisﬁes the following (cf. [9]):
(Gp) F (A, ηordp ◦ u) = κ(u)F (A, ηordp ), where (A, ηordp ) ∈ Ig(S), S an I-algebra as in
Sect. 3.2 and u ∈ O×p .
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4 Deformation of modular measures
In this section, we describe anticyclotomic measures associated with a class of classical
and -adic Hilbert modular forms.
The construction of such measures associated with classical Hilbert modular forms is
due to Hida and Hsieh. The heart of this section is the construction of p-adic deformation
of these measures. The construction builds in the geometric framework of Sects. 2 and 3.
4.1 Modular measures
In this subsection, we ﬁrstly describe an anticyclotomic measure associated with a class of
classical Hilbert modular form due to Hida. The construction is perhaps formal. We then
discuss its non-triviality also due to Hida. The non-triviality is quite subtle and relies on
Chai’s theory of Hecke-stable subvarieties of a mod p Shimura variety.
Let the notation and hypotheses be as in Sects. 1–3. Recall thatK−ln is the anticyclotomic
extension of K of conductor ln and −n = Gal(Kln/K). Let Rn = O + lnOK. Note that
Pic(Rn) = −n . Let
Un = (C1)Σ × (R̂n) ⊂ (C×)Σ × A×K,f
be a compact subgroup for C1 is the unit complex circle. Via the reciprocity map, we
identify
−n = K×A×F\A×K/Un.
Let [·]n : A×K → −n be the quotient map. For a ∈ A×K, let xn(a) be the CM point x([a]n)
associated with the ideal class [a]n deﬁned in Sect. 2.4. Also, let [a] = lim←−n[a]n ∈ 
−
l .
Let λ be an arithmetic Hecke character as in the introduction and λ̂ its p-adic avatar. Let
f ∈ V (K0(l),O), for a ﬁnite ﬂat extension O over Zp such that the following conditions
are satisﬁed:
(MC1) f is an Ul-eigenform with the eigenvalue al(f ) ∈ Z×p and
(MC2) f (xn(ta)) = λ̂(a)−1f (xn(t)) for a ∈ UnA×F .
Following Hida, let dϕf be the measure on −l such that for φ : −n → Zp, we have
∫
−l




In view of the condition (MC2), the expression on the right-hand side is well deﬁned if
we change t to ta, for a ∈ UnF×. The measure is well deﬁned in view of the condition












are all the CM points associated with π−1n+1,n([t]n) for the projection πn+1,n : 
−
n+1  −n
(cf. [7, §3.1 & §3.4]).
We now suppose that f is a classical Hilbert modular deﬁned over a number ﬁeld. In
[7], Hida treats the case of nearly holomorphic Hilbert modular forms. We restrict to the
classical case as it suﬃces for the later applications.
To discuss non-triviality of the above measure, we introduce more notation. Let l be
the torsion subgroup of −l , 
alg
l the subgroup of −l generated by [a] for a ∈ (A(lp)K )× and

alg
l = algl ∩l. LetB be a set of representatives ofl/algl andR a set of representatives
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of algl in (A
(lp)
K )×. Let ρ : A×K ↪→ GL2(AF ) be the toric embedding and ς ∈ GL2(A(lp)K )
deﬁned in [16, §3.1 and §3.2], respectively. For a ∈ (A(lp)K )×, let






We consider the following hypothesis.
(H) Let lr(λ) be the order of the l-Sylow subgroup of Fp[λ]×. There exists a strict ideal
class c ∈ ClF such that c = c(a) for some R-ideal a and for every u ∈ O prime-to-l,
there exists β ≡ umod lr(λ) such that aβ (f R, c) ∈ Z×p . Here aβ (f R, c) is the βth Fourier
coeﬃcient of f R at the cusp (O, c−1).
We have the following non-triviality of the modular measure.




νdϕf ∈ Z×p ,
for “almost all” ν ∈ Xl− (cf. [7, Thm. 3.2 and Thm 3.3]).
Here “almost all”means except for all but ﬁnitelymanyχ ∈ X−l if deg l = 1 and a Zariski
dense subset of X−l , otherwise.
4.2 -Adic Hecke characters
In this subsection, we describe certain generalities about Hida’s notion of -adic Hecke
character.
Let the notation and hypotheses be as in Sects. 1–3. In particular,K/F is a CMquadratic
extension. In what follows, we consider Hecke characters over K. We recall that I is a
domain of ﬁnite rank over the Iwasawa algebra W , where W is discrete valuation ring
ﬁnite ﬂat over Zp.
Definition 4.2 (Hida) An I-adic Hecke character is a continuous Galois character
 : Gal(Q/K) → I× such that for every arithmetic P ∈ Spec (I)(Qp), the arithmetic
specialisation P is the p-adic avatar of an arithmetic Hecke character of inﬁnity type
(k(P) − 1)Σ .
We say that  is self-dual if for every arithmetic P ∈ Spec (I)(Qp), the arithmetic
specialisation P is self-dual (cf. [16, §1]). This is also equivalent to the existence of an
arithmetic primeP0 ∈ Spec (I)(Qp) such that the arithmetic specialisationP0 is self-dual.
We similarly deﬁne  being not residually self-dual.
Let Ô(p)K =
∏
l =p(OK ⊗ Zl). Note that the restriction  : (Ô(p)K )× → I× is a ﬁnite order
character as I× is an almost p-proﬁnite group. Thus, there exists an integral ideal C(p)()
maximal among ideals a prime-to-p such that (1+ aÔ(p)K )∩ (Ô(p)K )× ⊂ ker . We say that
C(p)() is the prime-to-p conductor of  .
Lemma 4.3 Let  be an I-adic Hecke character. Then, the prime-to-p conductor C(p)()
of  equals the prime-to-p conductor of the arithmetic specialisation P for any P ∈
Spec (I)(Qp). (cf. [14, Prop. 3.2])
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We now recall construction of an I-adic Hecke character due to Hida (cf. [15, §1.4]).
The notion naturally arises in the context of p-ordinary family of CMmodular forms.
Recall that Σ is a p-ordinary CM type of the CM quadratic extension K/F . For p|p
in F , let p = PPc for P ∈ Σp. Let λ be an arithmetic Hecke character of conductor C
with inﬁnity type kΣ such that k > 1 and the conductor C is outside Σcp. Let C(p) be
the prime-to-p part of C. Let N be the prime-to-p part of NK/F (C)DK/F , where NK/F is
the norm map and DK/F the discriminant of the extension K/F . Let λ− be the Hecke
character given by λ−(a) = λ(aca−1). Let C(λ−) be the conductor of λ−.
Let λ̂ be the p-adic avatar of λ. We regard λ̂ as a character of the ray class group
ClK(C(p)S∞) of K of conductor C(p)S∞, where S = ∏P∈Σp P. Let
λ̂0(x) = expp
( 1
k − 1 logp (̂λ(x))
)
,
where expp (resp. logp) is the p-adic exponential (resp. p-adic Iwasawa logarithm). Note
that λ̂0 is thep-adic avatar of an arithmeticHecke character of conductorCSe with inﬁnity
type Σ for some integer e ≥ 0.
Let O×Σ = lim←−n(OK/Sn)× = O×p . We have the following commutative diagram:
Here K = Im(̂λ0) ⊂ C×p isomorphic to Zp as a topological group and 〈〉(x) =
〈∏σ∈Σ σ (x)〉 ∈ . As K is Zp-free of rank 1, there exists a decomposition
Cl−K(C(λ−)p∞) = K × K for K = ker(̂λ0) compatible with the decomposition
ClF (Np∞) =  ×  (cf. Sect.3.4) such that  maps inside K. We also note that 
is an open subgroup of K. For a ﬁnite ﬂat valuation ring W over Zp, we thus conclude
that W K is regular domain ﬁnite ﬂat over W . We say that P ∈ Spec (W K)(Qp)
is arithmetic if it is above an arithmetic prime of Spec (W )(Qp). Let υ be the character
given by the composition:
For an arithmetic P ∈ Spec (W K)(Qp), the composition υP = P ◦ υ is the p-adic
avatar ϕ̂P of an arithmetic Hecke character ϕp of inﬁnity type (k(P)− 1)Σ . EnlargingW if
necessary, we suppose that λ̂ takes values inW× and consider the-adic Hecke character
 given by the product λ̂υ : ClK(C(p)S∞) → W K×. By a change of variable ofW , we
can suppose that there exists an arithmetic P ∈ Spec (I)(Qp) of weight k(P) = k + 1 such
that the arithmetic specialisationP equals λ̂.We summarise the consideration as follows.
Proposition 4.4 Suppose that λ is an arithmetic Hecke character overKwith inﬁnity type
kΣ for k > 1 and p-adic avatar λ̂. Then, there exists an I-adic Hecke character  and an
arithmetic P ∈ Spec (I)(Qp) of weight k(P) = k + 1 such that the arithmetic specialisation
P equals λ̂.
4.3 Deformation of modular measures
In this subsection, we construct a modular measure associated with a class of -adic
Hilbert modular forms. This gives a -adic interpolation of the modular measures asso-
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ciated with a class of classical Hilbert modular forms in Sect. 4.1. In particular, this gives
p-adic deformation of the modular measures. We also discuss the non-triviality of the
measure.
Let the notation and hypotheses be as in Sect. 1–3. Let  be a I-adic Hecke character
as in Sect. 4.2. Let F ∈ M(K0(l), I), for a ﬁnite rank domain I over W such that the
following conditions are satisﬁed:
(MI1) F is an Ul eigenform with the eigenvalue al(F ) ∈ I× and
(MI2) F (xn(ta)) = (a)−1F (xn(t)) for a ∈ UnF×.
Specialising at an arithmetic P ∈ Spec (I)(Qp), we have:
(MP1) fP is an Ul eigenform with the eigenvalue (al(F ))P ∈ Z×p and
(MP2) fP(xn(ta)) = P(a)−1fP(xn(t)) for a ∈ UnF×.
Let dϕF be the measure on −l such that for φ : −n → I, we have
∫
−l




By a similar argument as in Sect. 4.1, the measure dϕF is well deﬁned in view of the
conditions (MI1) and (MI2).
For φ : −n → Zp, replacing I by a ﬁnite ﬂat extension we suppose that the right-hand




















Here the right-hand side is deﬁned using the p-adic Hecke character P (cf. (4.1)). In
the sense of (4.6), the -adic measure dϕF interpolates the classical measures dϕfP .
From now, let ν ∈ X−l and
∫
−l
νdϕF ∈ I. The following is an immediate consequence
of Weierstrass preparation theorem and Theorem 4.1.
Proposition 4.5 Suppose that there exists an arithmetic P0 ∈ Spec (I)(Qp) such that
the hypothesis (H) holds for the classical Hilbert modular form fP0 . Then, for “almost
all” ν ∈ Xl×, we have
∫
−l
νdϕF ∈ I×. In particular,
∫
−l
νdϕfP ∈ Z×p for all arithmetic
P ∈ Spec (I)(Qp).
This can be considered as an I-adic analogue of Theorem 4.1.
Remark We would like to state the following question.




For “almost all” ν, the above proposition gives a criteria. However, for a given ν this
seems to be a subtle question and perhaps requires new ideas.
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5 Interpolation of genuine p-adic L-functions
In this section, we prove the existence of an l = p-interpolation of the genuine p-adic
L-function of the I-adicHecke character over the l-power order anticyclotomic characters
(cf. Theorem A). We also describe the non-triviality.
This section builds on the earlier section about deformation of modular measures. The
construction of I-adic family toric Eisenstein series constitutes a signiﬁcant part of the
section.
5.1 Toric Eisenstein series
In Sects. 5.1.1–5.1.4, we construct a classical toric Eisenstein series which will be used to
construct anticyclotomic measure in Sect. 5.3.
We follow Hsieh’s construction in [17] and [16] and make an appropriate choice for
the local sections at the places dividing p. The latter allows to treat the case of conductor
being divisible by places above p. In consideration of -adic family of Hecke characters,
the conductor of the corresponding arithmetic Hecke characters is indeed divisible by
places above p. We closely follow the exposition in [17] and [16].
Let the notation and hypotheses be as in the introduction and Sect. 3.
5.1.1 Eisenstein series onGL2(AF )
In this subsection, we brieﬂy recall the construction of an Eisenstein series on GL2(AF )
in terms of a section.
Let χ be an arithmetic Hecke character of inﬁnity type kΣ , where k ≥ 1.
We will identify the CM typeΣ ⊂ Hom(K,C) with the set Hom(F ,R) of Archimedean
places of F by the restriction map. Let K 0∞ :=
∏
σ∈Σ SO(2,R) be a maximal compact
subgroup of GL2(F ⊗Q R). We put
χ∗ = χ |·|−
1
2
AK and χ+ = χ |A×F .
For s ∈ C, we let I(s,χ+) denote the space consisting of smooth andK 0∞-ﬁnite functions




















Conventionally, the functions in I(s,χ+) are called sections. Let B be the upper trian-
gular subgroup of GL2 and N the upper unipotent subgroup. The adelic Eisenstein series





It is known that the series EA(g,φ) is absolutely convergent for s  0.
5.1.2 Fourier coeﬃcients of Eisenstein series







. Let v be a place of F and let Iv(s,χ+) be the local constitute of
I(s,χ+) at v. For φv ∈ Iv(s,χ+) and β ∈ Fv , we recall that the βth local Whittaker integral
Wβ (φv, gv) is deﬁned by
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Here dxv is Lebesgue measure if Fv = R and is the Haar measure on Fv normalised so
that vol(OFv , dxv) = 1 if Fv is non-Archimedean. By deﬁnition,Mwφv(gv) is the 0th local
Whittaker integral. It is well known that local Whittaker integrals converge absolutely for
s  0 and have meromorphic continuation to all s ∈ C.
If φ = ⊗vφv is a decomposable section, then it is well known that EA(g,φ) has the
following Fourier expansion:
EA(g,φ) = φ(g) + Mwφ(g) +
∑
β∈F
Wβ (EA, g), where










5.1.3 Choice of the local sections
In this subsection, we choose the local sections which gives rise to the toric Eisenstein
series (cf. [17, § 4.3]). As we consider the case of conductor possibly divisible by places
above p, we choose the section at these places carefully.
We begin with some notation. Let v be a place of F . Let F = Fv (resp. E = K ⊗F Fv).
Denote by z → z¯ the complex conjugation. Let |·| be the standard absolute values on
F and let |·|E be the absolute value on E given by |z|E := |zz¯|. Let dF = dFv be a ﬁxed
generator of the diﬀerent dF of F/Q. Write χ (resp. χ+) for χv (resp. χ+,v). If v ∈ h,
denote by v a uniformiser of Fv . For a set Y , denote by IY the characteristic function of
Y .
Suppose that C is the prime-to-p conductor of χ and l  C. We write C = C+C− such
that C+ (resp. C−) is a product of prime factors split (resp. non-split) over F . We further
decompose C+ = FFc such that (F,Fc) = 1 and F ⊂ Fcc. Let DK/F be the discriminant of
K/F and let
D = plCCcDK/F .






∈ GL2(R), we put J (g, i) := ci + d. Deﬁne the sections φhk,s,σ of weight k in
Iv(s,χ+) by













Suppose that v is non-Archimedean. Denote by S(F ) and (resp. S(F ⊕ F )) the space of
Bruhat–Schwartz functions on F (resp. F ⊕ F ). Recall that the Fourier transform ϕ̂ for
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For a character μ : F× → C×, we deﬁne a function ϕμ ∈ S(F ) by
ϕμ(x) = IO×v (x)μ(x).
If v = l, let φχ ,v,s be the uniqueN (Ov)-invariant section supported in B(F )wN (O×v ) such
that φχ ,v,s(w) = 1. The section φχ ,s,v is an Ul-eigenform with the eigenvalue χ+(l)−1
(cf. [16, §4.3.5]).
If v|pFFc is split in K, write v = ww with w|FΣp, and set
ϕw = ϕχw and ϕw = ϕχ−1w .
To a Bruhat–Schwartz function  ∈ S(F ⊕ F ), we can associate a Godement section








((0, x)g)χ+(x) |x|2s d×x, (5.2)
where d×x is the Haar measure on F× such that vol(O×F , d×x) = 1. Deﬁne Godement
sections by




IOv (x)Id−1F Ov (y) · · · v  D,
ϕw(x)̂ϕw(y) · · · v|FFc.
(5.3)
Let u ∈ O×F . Let ϕ1w and ϕ[u]w ∈ S(F ) be the Bruhat–Schwartz functions deﬁned by
ϕ1w(x) = I1+vOv (x)χ−1w (x) and ϕ[u]w (x) = Iu(1+vOv)(x)χw(x).
Deﬁne [u]v ∈ S(F ⊕ F ) by
[u]v (x, y) =
1
vol(1 + vOv, d×x)ϕ
1
w(x)̂ϕ[u]w (y) = (|v|−1 − 1)ϕ1w(x)̂ϕ[u]w (y). (5.4)
Case II: v|DK/FC−. In this case, E is a ﬁeld. We deﬁne an embedding E ↪→ M2(F ) by






Here δ is as in [12, (d1) and (d2)]. Then GL2(F ) = B(F )ρ(E×). We ﬁx a Ov-basis {1, θv} of

























s · χ−1(z) (b ∈ B(F ), z ∈ E×). (5.5)
Here L(s,χv) is the local Euler factor of χv .
5.1.4 q-Expansion of normalised Eisenstein series
In this subsection, we describe the formula for the q-expansion coeﬃcients of the classical
toric Eisenstein series arising from normalisation of the local sections in Sect. 5.1.3.
Let Up be the torsion subgroup of O×Fp . For u = (uv)v|p ∈ Up, let [u]p = ⊗v|p[uv]v be
the Bruhat–Schwartz function deﬁned in (5.4). Deﬁne the section φhχ ,s(
[u]
p ) ∈ I(s,χ+) by
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We put
X+ = {τ = (τσ )σ∈Σ ∈ CΣ | Imτσ > 0 for all σ ∈ Σ
}
.
The holomorphic Eisenstein series Ehχ ,u : X+×GL2(AF ,f ) → C is deﬁned by
E
h
χ ,u(τ , gf ) :=
Σ (kΣ)√|DF |R(2π i)kΣ
· EA
(





J (gσ , i)k ,
(g∞ = (gσ )σ ∈ GL2(F ⊗Q R), (gσ i)σ∈Σ = (τσ )σ∈Σ ).
(5.6)
We choose N = NK/Q(C)m for a suﬃciently large integerm so that φχ ,s,v are invariant
by U (N ) for every v|CCc, and put K := U (N ). Then, the section φχ ,s([u]p ) is invariant
by Kn1 for a suﬃciently large n. Then, the holomorphic Eisenstein series Ehχ ,u has parallel
weight k and level Kn1 .
Proposition 5.1 (Hsieh) Let c = (cv) ∈ (AF ,f )× such that cv = 1 at v|D and let c =






aβ (Ehχ ,u, c) · qβ .
Then, the βth Fourier coeﬃcient aβ (Ehχ ,u, c) is given by





























χ−1v (xv + θv)ψ(−d−1Fv βxv)dxv. (5.7)
Moreover, suppose that either of the following holds:
(1). k > 2,
(2). f = O,
(3). χ+ = τK/F | · |AF .
Then, Ehχ ,u ∈ Mk (K0(l),Z(p)).
Proof This follows from (3.1) and the calculations of local Whittaker integrals of special





χ ,u and DC =
∏
v|C−DK/F K×v . The Eisenstein series Ehχ satisﬁes the
following transformation properties.
Lemma 5.2 (1). Ehχ ∈ Mk (K0(l),Z(p)) is an Ul-eigenform with the eigenvalues χ+(l).
(2). Ehχ |[r] = χ̂−1(r)Ehχ , where r ∈ DC.
(3). Ehχ (xn(ta)) = χ̂−1(a)Ehχ (xn(t)), where a ∈ DCA×FUn (cf. [16, Prop. 4.8]).
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5.2 -Adic toric Eisenstein series
In this subsection, we describe an I-adic toric Eisenstein series which interpolates the
classical toric Eisenstein series in the previous subsection.
Let the notation and hypotheses be as in Sects. 4.2 and 5.1. In particular,  is an I-
adic Hecke character with conductor prime-to-l with the prime to-p conductor C(p)()
l  C(p)(). For simplicity, we denote it by C(). We decompose C() = C()+C()−
and deﬁneD() accordingly as in Sect. 5.1.3. LetR()′ be the product of ramiﬁed places









Recall that for an arithmetic P ∈ Spec (I)(Qp), the specialisation P is the p-adic avatar
of an arithmetic Hecke character. For u ∈ Up, we have the corresponding toric Eisenstein
seriesEhP ,u (cf. Sect. 5.1).AsP ∈ Spec (I)(Qp) varies over arithmetic primes, these classical
Eisenstein series are interpolated by an I-adic Eisenstein series as follows.
Proposition 5.3 Replacing I by a ﬁnite ﬂat extension if necessary, there exists an I-adic
Eisenstein series E ,u ∈ M(K0(l), I) such that for an arithmetic P ∈ Spec (I)(Qp), we have
(E ,u)P = EhP ,u.
Let c = (cv) ∈ (AF ,f )× such that cv = 1 at v|D and let c = c(OF ⊗Z Ẑ) ∩ F . Say, the




aβ (E ,u, c) · qβ .
Then, the βth Fourier coeﬃcient aβ (E ,u, c) is given by






































Proof We ﬁrst note that the integral in (5.9) is well deﬁned as it is indeed a ﬁnite sum
(cf. [16, (4.17)]).
We need to show that (aβ (E ,u, c))P = aβ (EP ,u, c). In view of the fact that both of
the coeﬃcients are a product of local Whittaker integrals and Lemma 4.3, it suﬃces to
show the equality for the local Whittaker integrals. For v|p, the equality from the fact that
λ̂Σp (β) = βkΣλΣp (β), where λΣ (β) =
∏
w∈Σp λw(β). For v|C−DK/F , the equality follows
form the formula for the local Euler factor L(0,P,v) (cf. [16, 4.3.6]) and (5.8). For the other
v, the equality follows immediately from the deﬁnitions. unionsq
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Let E = ∑u∈Up E ,u. The I-adic toric Eisenstein series E satisﬁes the following
transformation properties.
Lemma 5.4 (1). E ∈ M(K0(l), I) is an Ul-eigenform with the eigenvalues +(l).
(2). E |[r] = −1(r)E , where r ∈ DC.
(3). E (xn(ta)) = −1(a)E (xn(t)), where a ∈ DCA×FUn.
Proof From part (1) (resp. (2)) of Lemma 5.2, part (1) (resp. (2)) follows immediately. Part
(3) follows from (Gp) and part (3) of Lemma 5.2. unionsq
5.3 Interpolation
In this subsection, we prove the existence of an l = p-interpolation of the genuine p-adic
L-function of the I-adicHecke character over the l-power order anticyclotomic characters
(cf. Theorem A). We also describe the non-triviality.
Let the notation and hypotheses be as in Sects. 1–4 and 5.1–5.2. We ﬁrst state the
following result due to Hida and Hsieh.
Theorem 5.5 (Hida, Hsieh) Let λ be an arithmetic Hecke character of inﬁnity type kΣ ,
with k ≥ 1 and the conductor prime-to-l. There exists an Zp-valued measure dϕλ on l






νdϕλ .= Lalg,lp(0, λν) (5.10)
Here .= denotes that the equality holds up to an explicit p-adic unit.
Proof In view of (MC1)–(MC2) and Lemma 5.2, we have a well-deﬁned measure dϕEhλ
on −l . We take dϕλ to be dϕEhλ . For ν ∈ Xl, we have the following formula for the toric







alg,lp(0, λν) · 2
rLSCF√|DF |R , (5.11)
where r is the number of prime factors of DK/F and LS, CF ∈ Z×p as in [16, §5]. unionsq
We are now ready to prove Theorem A.
Theorem A Let F be a totally real ﬁeld and p an odd prime unramiﬁed in F . Let l = p
be an odd prime unramiﬁed in F and l a prime above l. Let K/F be a CM quadratic
extension with a p-ordinary CM type Σ . Let −l be the l-anticyclotomic Galois group over
K. Let I be a domain of ﬁnite rank over p-adic one-variable Iwasawa algebra and I the
integral closure of I as above. Let  be an I-adic Hecke character over K with prime-to-p




















Here ν is a ﬁnite order character of −l , P ∈ Spec (Iν)(Qp) an arithmetic prime with




νdϕ ∈ Iν equals the genuine p-adic L-function of the Iν-adic Hecke character
ν.
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Proof In view of (ML1)–(ML2) and Lemma 5.4, we have a well-deﬁned measure dϕE on
−l . By construction, it interpolates the measures dϕP for arithmetic P ∈ Spec (Iν)(Qp).
unionsq
Remark In view of Proposition 4.4, the above theorem thus provides an I-adic inter-
polation of Hida’s modular associated with a given Hecke character of inﬁnity type kΣ
for k ≥ 1. The p-adic deformation in “prime-to-p Iwasawa theory” does not seem to be
considered in the literature before.
We now consider the non-triviality of themeasure dϕ . For simplicity, we only consider
the case when  is self-dual (cf. Sect. 4.2 the for the deﬁnition).




vp(P(x) − 1). (5.13)
The following is an immediate consequences of the non-triviality results in [7,10] and
[16].
Proposition 5.6 Let be a self-dual I-adic Hecke character with the prime-to-p conduc-
tor prime-to-l and the root number one. Suppose that there exists an P0 ∈ Spec (I)(Qp) such
thatμp(P0 ,v) = 0, for all v|C()−. Then, for “almost all” ν ∈ Xl×, we have
∫
−l
νdϕ ∈ I×ν .
Proof In view of Proposition 4.5, it suﬃces to verify the hypothesis (H) for the toric Eisen-
stein series EhP0 . As (E
h
P0
)R = |alg|EhP0 , the hypothesis follows from [16, Prop. 6.3]
and [17, Thm. 6.5]. unionsq
6 Interpolation of p-adic Abel–Jacobi image
In this section, we brieﬂy describe the upcoming analogous interpolation of the p-adic
Abel–Jacobi image of generalised Heegner cycles associated with a self-dual Rankin–
Selberg convolution of an I-adic Hida family of elliptic Hecke eigenforms and an I-adic
Hecke character with root number −1.
Under the generalised Heegner hypothesis, a self-dual Rankin–Selberg convolution of
an I-adic Hida family of elliptic Hecke eigenforms and an I-adic Hecke character has root
number−1. Accordingly, the central-critical L-values identically vanish in the family. The
Bloch–Beilinson conjectures thus predict the existence of non-torsion cycles associated
with the family which are homologically trivial. A candidate for the cycles are generalised
Heegner cycles. The construction is due to Bertolini–Darmon–Prasanna and generalises
the one of classical Heegner cycles (cf. [1, §2] and [2, §4.1]). The cycle lives in a middle-
dimensional Chow group of a ﬁbre product of a Kuga–Sato variety arising from amodular
curve and a self-product of a CM elliptic curve. In the case of weight two, the cycle
coincides with a Heegner point and the p-adic Abel–Jacobi image with the p-adic formal
group logarithm. In an ongoing work, we construct an analogous interpolation of the
p-adic Abel–Jacobi image of the cycles.
For simplicity, we mostly restrict here to the case of Heegner points.
Unless otherwise stated, let the notation and hypotheses be as in the introduction. Let
K/Q be an imaginary quadratic extension and O the ring of integers. Let p be an odd
prime split inK. For a positive integer n, letHn be the ring class ﬁeld ofK with conductor
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n. Let H be the Hilbert class ﬁeld. Let N be a positive integer such that p  N . For k ≥ 2,
let Sk (0(N ), ) be the space of elliptic modular forms of weight k , level 0(N ) and Neben
character . Let f ∈ S2(0(N ), ) be a Hecke eigenform and Ef the corresponding Hecke
ﬁeld. Let N |N be the conductor of .
We assume the following generalised Heegner hypothesis:
(Hg) O contains an ideal N of norm N such that O/N  Z/NZ.
From now, we ﬁx such an ideal N. Let N |N be the unique ideal of norm N .
Let N denote the norm Hecke character over Q and NK := N ◦ NKQ the norm Hecke
character over K. For a Hecke character λ over K, let fλ (resp. λ) denote its conductor
(resp. the restriction λ|A×Q ). We say that λ is central-critical for f if it is of inﬁnity type
(j1, j2) with j1 + j2 = 2 and λ = N2.
Let b be a positive integer prime to N . Let Σcc(b,N, ) be the set of Hecke characters λ
such that:
(C1) λ is central-critical for f ,
(C2) fλ = b · N and
(C3) The local root number q(f, λ−1) = 1, for all ﬁnite primes q.
Let χ be a ﬁnite order Hecke character such that χNK ∈ Σcc(b,N, ). Let Ef,χ be the
ﬁnite extension of Ef obtained by adjoining the values of χ .
Let X1(N ) be the modular curve of level 1(N ) and the cusp ∞ of X1(N ). Let J1(N )
be the corresponding Jacobian. Let Bf be the abelian variety associated with f by the
Eichler–Shimura correspondence and f : J1(N ) → Bf the associated surjective mor-
phism. By possibly replacing Bf with an isogenous abelian variety, we suppose that Bf
has endomorphisms by the integer ring OEf . Let ωf be the diﬀerential form on X1(N )
corresponding to f . We use the same notation for the corresponding 1-form on J1(N ). Let
ωBf ∈ 1(Bf /Ef )OEf be the unique 1-form such that ∗f (ωBf ) = ωf . Here 1(Bf /Ef )
OEf
denotes the subspace of 1-forms stable under the action of the integer ring OEf .
Recall that b is a positive integer prime to N . Let Ab be an elliptic curve with endo-
morphism ring Ob = Z + bO, deﬁned over the ring class ﬁeld Hb. Let t be a gen-
erator of Ab[N]. We thus obtain a point xb = (Ab, Ab[N], t) ∈ X1(N )(HbN ). Let
b = [Ab, Ab[N], t] − (∞) ∈ J1(N )(HbN ) be the corresponding Heegner point on the
modular Jacobian. We regard χ as a character χ : Gal(HbN /K) → Ef,χ . Let Hχ be the
abelian extension of K cut out by the character χ . To the pair (f,χ ), we associate the
Heegner point Pf (χ ) given by
Pf (χ ) =
∑
σ∈Gal(HbN /K)
χ−1(σ )f (σb ) ∈ Bf (Hχ ) ⊗OEf Ef,χ . (6.1)
A natural invariant associated with the Heegner points is the corresponding p-adic
formal group logarithm. The restriction of the p-adic logarithm gives a homomorphism
logωBf : Bf (Hχ ) → Cp.
We extend it to Bf (Hχ ) ⊗OEf Ef,χ by Ef,χ -linearity.
Let F be an I-adic Hida family of elliptic Hecke eigenforms and  an I-adic Hecke
character over K of prime-to-p conductor cN for an integer c such that the correspond-
ing Rankin–Selberg convolution is self-dual. As P ∈ Spec (I)(Qp) varies over arithmetic
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primes of weight 2, we consider the variation of the p-adic formal group logarithm of the
corresponding Heegner points.
Our result regarding the variation is the following.
Theorem B Let the notation and hypotheses be as above. In addition to (ord), suppose that
the generalised Heegner hypothesis (Hg) holds. Let F be an I-adic Hida family of elliptic
Hecke eigenforms and  an I-adic Hecke character over K of prime-to-p conductor cN
for an integer c such that the corresponding Rankin–Selberg convolution is self-dual. Let
l = p be an odd prime unramiﬁed in K and prime-to-cN . Then, there exists an I-valued









.= logωBfP PfP (νN
−1P), (6.2)
where P ∈ Spec (Iν)(Qp) is an arithmetic prime of weight 2 and .= denotes that the equality
holds up to an explicit p-adic factor.
We also study the non-triviality of the measure dϕF, based on the non-triviality results
in [3].
We now brieﬂy describe the strategy of the proof. In view of the p-adic Waldspurger
formula in [1] and [2], the p-adic formal logarithms of the Heegner points associated
with the weight two specialisation fP essentially equals a weighted sum of evaluation of
a toric weight zero p-adic modular form gP at the l-power conductor CM points. As
P ∈ Spec (Iν)(Qp) varies over arithmetic primes, we prove that these weight zero p-adic
modular forms gP are interpolated by an Iν-adic elliptic modular form GF . The I-adic
measure dϕF, is then constructed by the technique in Sect. 4.3 applied to the Iν-adic
elliptic modular form GF and the Iν-adic Hecke character  .
As P ∈ Spec (I)(Qp) varies over arithmetic primes of a ﬁxed weight k ≥ 2, we also
construct an analogousmeasure interpolating thep-adicAbel–Jacobi image of generalised
Heegner cycles associated with the corresponding specialisations of the convolution. The
details will appear elsewhere.
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